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Outline

From protests in the mid-70s … to acceptance for site 

selection and trust in the regulator 2010s… 

…..and what happened in the subsequent licensing review



The start of site selection for a spent 

nuclear fuel repository in the 70’ies 

SKB completed comprehensive site 
investigations at eight study sites, but…

growing protests forced SKB to stop the 
process in 1985

– no provision for stakeholder involvement

– unvisible regulator
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The Kynnefjäll site - guarded

by locals 24/7 for 20 years

(1980 – 2000)
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Almunge 1985: 

SKB stops test drillings



Almunge 1985: 

SKB stops test drillings
With permission

from SKB

June 2009: SKB reveals which site they

selected for the repository (from the left) : 

- one (initially) not so happy mayor

- one happy mayor and 

- a happy SKB president
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A new democratic and systematic 

approach to siting

Source: SKB
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Developing public participation 

during pre-licensing

Regulatory dialogue with municipalities and NGOs
– Seminars, workshops on technical issues and risk communication

– Trust in the regulator

Competence development in municipalities and NGOs 
– Active safety and information committees in the involved municipalities

– Made possible by financial support from Nuclear Waste Fund

Stakeholder participation in SKB’s Environmental Impact 

Assessment

National consultation of SKB’s RD&D programmes
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SKB’s license applications 2011
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Forsmark

Oskarshamn
• Repository in Forsmark (12 000 tons U)

• Encapsulation plant in Oskarshamn
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Planning for stakeholder involvement in 

SSM’s licensing review

Two national consultations of SKB’s applications
– municipalities, environmental org, NGOs, universities, authorities 

Public meetings after review milestones

SSM’s website

– all correspondence with SKB

– all external expert’s review reports

Publication of preliminary review findings (2015)

Dverstorp - Licensing review...

The national consultation

67 review bodies

– municipalities, NGOs, universities, authorities, county boards….

Broad range of review comments

Example of areas of criticism

– insufficient reporting of alternative methods

– scope of environmental impact assessment 

– concerns about long term canister integrity (copper corrosion)

Sida 1

Trustworthiness

Openness

Integrity



Main review phase Reporting

Check for completeness

and overall quality

In-depth review of safety

critical issues

Statements 

to the 

Govern-

ment 
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2011 2013 201520142012 2016 2017

Statement to 

the Land 

and Environ-

ment Court

Statement to 

the Land 

and Environ-

ment Court

Seven years of licensing review by SSM 

and the Land and Environment Court

2018

Court hearings

Two parallel review processes

SKB

Prepares applications

Land and Environmental Court

permissibility assessment according to the 

Environmental code (EC)

The Municipality Council

approves or disapproves

SSM

licensing review according to 

Act on Nuclear Activities 

(ANA)

Land and Environmental Court

issues a permit and stipulates conditions 

under the Environmental Code

SSM

stipulates conditions under the Acts on 

Nuclear Activities and Radiation 

Protection

The Government

declares the activity 

permissible under EC

issues a license 

according to ANA

Coordination

1. Applications

2. Examination

3. Decisions

4. Conditions

Initial review

Report of

International 

Peer Review
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The final review statements

SSM stated that that SKB’s applications have the potential to 

meet radiation safety requirements

– remaning issues to be dealt with in step-wise licensing

The Court suggested that additional information the canisters’ 

long-term integrity is needed to declare the repository 

permissible 

– Individual stakeholder opinions had a big impact on the outcome 

of the court hearings
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Public engagement during licensing

- how did it go?

Decades of public dialogue has paid off with broad 

stakeholder engagement throughout the review process

– Independent review activities by municipalities and NGOs

– Many and educated comments from SSM’s national consultation

Broad and active participation in the Land and Environment 

Court’s hearings 
– All participants commended the fair process!

Strong local media debate but not much attention nationally
– Focus on integrity of canister (copper corrosion) 

Questioning of SSM’s trustworthiness (by some NGOs)
– not open enough

– not clear how critical review comments were taken into account
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What happens next?

The license applications now lie with the Government for 

decision
– The Government has asked SKB to complete its applications in several 

areas

A possible positive licensing decision by the Government

will be followed by veto decisions in the municipalities

concerned



Key lessons learned 

 The need for early stakeholder involvement and an open 

and democratic process

 The need for an independent regulator that represents the 

public and local communities

 Need to better explain the regulatory process for resolving 

controversial review issues in the licensing review 

 Repository development takes time and must be allowed 

to do so!
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Thank you for your attention


